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TWO THINGS CAN  
HURT US: 
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WHAT WE DON’T KNOW AND  
WHAT WE KNOW THAT JUST AIN’T SO.

 n nearly every instance when our firm is asked to analyze a portfolio we confront several serious shortcomings in the Investors’ 

portfolios we review, almost as if these totally non-connected investors attended the same instructional workshops on portfolio 

construction. Somewhere along the way, investors have been told a similar story of asset allocation and of diversification theory. 

Promulgated for several decades now, Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT) and Prudent Man Rules (PMR) for investing have swept through 

the landscape of portfolio construction as if it were the vaccine to inoculate a portfolio from volatility, downside risk and avoidance of 

principal loss. While the calculations of MPT are sound and support portfolio construction, the theory behind just what components 

constitute a truly diversified portfolio leaves much to be desired.

Investment portfolio construction has 

been woefully undiversif ied despite all 

the writ ing by experts on this very topic.
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Modern_portfolio_theory
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prudent_man_rule


Theorists and practitioners alike conceived of financial models that incorporated primarily the well-tracked 

and highly popularized investment indices of stocks, bonds and cash instruments into their extensive 

calculations when formulating the optimization strategy of Modern Portfolio Theory. Unfortunately, at 

the conception of these theories many asset classes did not easily fit into the computer calculated 

models because of their statistical limitations and as a result were excluded. While the math 

itself is sound, there is just no way the conceived recipe for the portfolio structure being cooked 

up years ago could ever be sufficiently sound because it limited the asset classes severely.  

This shortcoming or flaw became especially apparent in recent times of heightened volatility.
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         HEN THE  T IDE  GOES  OUT,

WE F INALLY  SEE  WHO ’S  SWIMMING NAKED.”  

WARREN BUFFETT
FLAWED BY  DES IGN &

le f t  s t and ing  naked

“During extended bull markets there is a temporary condition 

that sets in making investors feel like geniuses” 

– Ralph Adamo

”

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Modern_portfolio_theory
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Volatility_(finance)
http://www.warrenbuffett.com/
http://www.integrityiwm.com/new/integrityiwm/content.asp?contentID=2017053179


The Mathematics of Loss
and Why Consistent Returns

MATTER MOST

SIEGEL’S PARADOX – Negative returns are much more destructive than positive returns of equal magnitude. 
For instance, any 50% loss requires twice the gain of 100% just to get back to even.

“THE DEEPER THE SLIDE, THE STEEPER THE INCLINE TO RECOVERY”

Portfolio Down By:               -10%     -20%      -30%      -50%    - 60%
 
Required To Break Even:        11%      25%       43%      100%    150%
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TAKE AWAY MESSAGE: Not losing money is far more important during  
bear markets than the making of money is during any bull market.

Material discussed herewith  is meant for general illustration and/or informational purposes only, please note that individual situations can vary. Returns do not reflect any 
specific investment vehicle or product performance. Therefore, the information should be relied upon when coordinated with individual professional advice. There is no 
guarantee the percentage rate or return or portfolio can recover from loss.

http://mathworld.wolfram.com/search/index.html?query=siegelsparadox.html&collection=mathworld
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INVESTORS BEHAVING POORLY:
INVESTMENT RETURN VS. INVESTOR RETURN

 n ongoing successive twenty-year studies by IFA Dalbar (QAIB), investor performance sorely lags behind the representative investment performance by 

huge margins. Volatility caused investor behavior to consistently act out - selling low, and buying high. Fear caused sales at relative low points and confidence 

lured purchases at relative high points… completely opposite to the age old maxim of buy low - sell high.

DALBAR’S Quantitative Analysis 

of Investor Behavior (QAIB): QAIB 

examines real investor returns from 

equity, fixed income and money 

market mutual funds from January 

1992 through December 2011. The 

study was originally conducted by 

DALBAR, Inc., in 1984 and was the 

first to investigate how mutual fund 

investors’ behavior affects the returns 

they actually earn.

Index performance does not reflect the deduction of any fees and expenses, and if deducted, performance would be reduced. Indexes are unmanaged and investors are not able to invest directly into any index. Past performance cannot guarantee future 
results. Investing involves risk including the potential loss of principal. Current performance may be lower or higher. No investment strategy can guarantee a profit or protect against loss in periods of declining values. Please note that individual situations 
can vary. Therefore, the information presented in this letter should only be relied upon when coordinated with individual professional advice. Index performance does not reflect the deduction of any fees and expenses, and if deducted, performance would 
be reduced. Investors cannot invest directly in an index. 

There can be no guarantee that working with a financial advisor will improve investment results. Source average equity investor performances were used from the Dalbar Study. QAIB calculates investor return as the change in assets after excluding 
sales, redemptions, and exchanges. This method of calculation captures realized and unrealized capital gains, dividends, interest , trading costs, sales changes, fee expenses and any other costs annualized over the period. The Standard & Poor’s 500,  
an unmanaged index of 500 common stocks generally represented of the U.S. stock market.

TAKE AWAY MESSAGE: Consistent 

results are a key determinant  

of an investor’s willingness 

to “stay the course.” A wide 

 variance in returns undermines 

an  investor’s confidence causing 

many investors to simply abandon 

their long range investment plan. 

This usually results in the destruc-

tive “cycle of investment failure.”

S&P 500 Index

The Average Investor ’s Return Compared to S&P 500

20 Years – 1995-2014
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Investment_Returns
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Investor
http://www.qaib.com/public/default.aspx
http://www.qaib.com/public/default.aspx
http://www.qaib.com/public/default.aspx
http://www.dalbar.com/
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the effects of a
volatile portfolio...  
AND THE SEQUENCE OF RETURNS

MR. MURPHY MS. MIDAS
Investment: $100,000

Stocks 60% | Bonds 40%
Retired 1/1/1969

Annual withdrawals: $5,000

Investment: $100,000
Stocks 60% | Bonds 40%

Retired 1/1/1979
Annual withdrawals: $5,000

Each portfolio to the right assumes a 60% stock, 

40% bond allocation, rebalanced annually. 

Stocks are represented by the S&P 500. Bonds 

are represented by the annualized yields of  long 

term Treasuries (10+ years maturity). Inflation 

is represented by changes to the historical  

Consumer Price Index (CPI). The Standard & Poor’s 

500 Index (S&P 500) is an unmanaged group of 

large company stocks. It is not possible to invest 

directly in an index.  Past performance does not 

guarantee future results. This illustration does not 

account for any taxes or fees.

Fees will reduce the overall portfolio return. This hypothetical is for illustrative purposes 
only and does not represent the performance of any specific investment. Please note that 
individual situations will vary. Therefore, the information should be relied upon when 
coordinated with individual professional advice. Rebalancing investments may cause 
investors to incur transaction costs and when rebalancing a non-retirement account, taxable 
events will be created that may increase your tax liability.  Rebalancing a portfolio cannot 
assure a profit or protect against a loss in any given market environment.

TAKE AWAY MESSAGE: Average rate of 
return during retirement is less  important 
than the timing of when you receive the 
incremental or annual return.

http://www.standardandpoors.com/indices/sp-500/en/us/?indexId=spusa-500-usduf--p-us-l--
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Consumer_price_index
http://www.standardandpoors.com/indices/sp-500/en/us/?indexId=spusa-500-usduf--p-us-l--
http://www.standardandpoors.com/indices/sp-500/en/us/?indexId=spusa-500-usduf--p-us-l--


When we lay out the landscape for constructing portfolios in this organized fashion, we must first start with the three sleeves or categories of investments. 

While the sleeve of financial instruments has traditionally been well utilized, we consistently see one of the greatest flaws of portfolio construction occur when 

investors ignore the two additional categories of tangible assets and alternative instruments. Our experience tells us there are three sleeves or categories 

each portfolio should always contemplate holding:
  Financial, Tangible and Alternative.

The failures of most models, whether in finance or otherwise, usually lie in the framing of the model from inception. If we think through firstly 

the required attributes of an ideal portfolio, we’re far more likely to place the portfolio construction process on firm ground. While diversification 

is often described as “don’t place all your eggs in one basket”, the inference is too limited when you start simply with too few baskets. In our 

experience, the core ingredients necessary to help preserve and serve clients’ portfolios more fully – beyond the mere objectives of liquidity and 

implied acceptable yield -- your portfolio should incorporate the following 6 steps that are outlined in the pages that follow:

•	 Step 1: Select And Measure

•	 Step 2: Preventing Getting Caught Short

•	 Step 3: The Taxing Reality Of Expenses And The Expensive Reality Of Taxes

•	 Step 4: “[Be] More Interested In The Return Of [Your] Money Than The Return On [Your] Money” – Will Rogers

•	 Step 5: Know Your Liquidity Profile: A Sword Always Has Two Sides

•	 Step 6: The Patriotic World Citizen: An Emerging Trend
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TO LAND ON SOLID GROUND 
ONE MUST START WITH THE END IN MIND.

Click here for the WealthGuard Index Assessment™

Individual situations will vary and these strategies may not be appropriate for all investors. The information should be relied upon when coordinated with individual professional advice. 



It is necessary to set limitations and ranges of percentage allocations to each sleeve.  

For example, the relative importance of liquidity and daily pricing of one’s portfolio positions 

dictates that the bulk of the portfolio must reside in the financial sleeve. This is prudent on the 

part of both Investor and Portfolio Designer to adhere to standards of liquidity - See page 13 for 

our discussion on the liquidity profile of a portfolio. Things change quickly in a world chock full  

of turmoil. The ranges or suggested bandwidths are as follows:
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Piece By Piece
HERE IS WHAT
GENERALLY IS INCLUDED

IN EACH CATEGORY

THE SIX STEP PROCESS

SELECT AND MEASURE

TANGIBLE
Real Estate, Natural

Resources, Precious and  
Non-Precious Metals, Timber, 

and Equipment Leasing

ALTERNATIVE

Managed Futures,  
Bridge or Mezzanine Financing, 

and Private Equity

A

T
F

Step 1

FINANCIAL

Stocks, Bonds,
Cash Instruments, Annuities, 

and Cash Value Life Insurance

5 0 - 8 0 %  a l l o c a t i o n

1 5 - 4 0 %  a l l o c a t i o n

5 - 1 5 %  a l l o c a t i o n

TAKE AWAY MESSAGE: Holding highly reversible, liquid positions can be  
not only  financially advantageous when opportunity arises, but imperative  
in times of emergency. 

Financial 50-80%
Tangible 15-40%
Alternative 5-15%
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The portfolio next needs to have some exposure to holdings that are not entirely Long-bias* instruments.  

In other words, some percentage needs to be positioned for possible growth when the inevitable happens:  

the market contracts. If the portfolio is anchored entirely in Long-only* instruments there is no chance 

to experience offsetting gains to be made when markets contract as they do on average  

approximately every three years.

In this same vein, when thinking about preparing a portfolio for the inevitable  

down drafts that we’ll sooner or later encounter, we should also build-in a 

mechanism for downside protection or exit strategies into the portfolio.  

To not equip the portfolio in advance with such is tantamount to placing 

our heads in the sand hoping that somehow we’ll escape unscathed from 

the market downturns that tend to deliver a 10% or greater contraction 

about every third year. If we accept that trees do not grow to skies and 

bull markets are never permanent, we should prepare our portfolio to 

systematically safeguard against these inevitable downdrafts.  

TAKE AWAY MESSAGE: Markets - - all markets - - are two directional. Holding only long instruments  
is acting blind to reality and infers that losses will not occur in your portfolio in times of contraction –  
this is a premise fraught with folly.

Step 2

Preventing GETTING CAUGHT SHORT
*Long-Bias/Long Only: 

Holding securities that only grow in value 

when markets are going up or expanding.



The portfolio design should begin with a firm emphasis placed on minimizing both tax realization and 

portfolio operation expenses. Absent such the sensible construction can contribute to a tremendous drag 

on a portfolio’s net results after tax and after expenses.

To address the drag taxes can have on a portfolio, it is wise that the portfolio construction go beyond  

just the use of municipal bonds and additionally consider holding both tax-deferred or  

tax-advantaged instruments. Prudent selection and use of such instruments for tax deferral is vital to the 

health of the portfolio’s overall after tax returns.

The portfolio operating expenses themselves should be managed in the pricing structure(s) beginning  

with design. And while portfolio expense is not an element of diversification it is integral to the portfolio’s 

performance and should be considered in the context of risk management. No one methodology is right 

for all, but in no way should the expense of pricing be left to the winds of chance.
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THE TAXING REALITY OF EXPENSES
and the expensive reality of taxes

TAKE AWAY MESSAGE: The smallest of issues can have some of the  largest  
impact . . . stay mindful of portfolio expenses and the taxing weight of realized 
gains for optimal performance.

Step 3

Tax-Advantaged investments such as muni bonds may be subject to capital gains taxes, and interest income may be subject to the alternative minimum 
tax (AMT). Consult a tax advisor for more information. Return of principal is not guaranteed in a bond due to fluctuations in net asset value.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Municipal_bond
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tax_deferred
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tax_advantage
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WILL ROGERS

[BE ]  MORE INTERESTED IN THE  RETURN OF  [YOUR]  MONEY 

THAN THE RETURN ON [YOUR]  MONEY” 

Stable asset value instruments should be incorporated in 

the portfolio for muting price volatility, especially during 

times of heightened price pressures. Traditionally 

investors would seek to limit the downside risks 

with such instruments as bank savings accounts 

or certificates of deposit and even fixed rate 

insurance products. Remember when using such 

instruments you will need to be mindful of the 

financial integrity of the institution itself holding 

these funds. The ongoing monitoring of the issuer of 

the instrument is as important as the instrument itself.

Step 4

TAKE AWAY MESSAGE: Know thy backer behind thy investment.

http://www.willrogers.com/willrogers/biography/will/will.html


LIQUIDITY PROFILE:
A SWORD ALWAYS HAS TWO SIDES
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TAKE AWAY MESSAGE: Keep a sufficient liquidity ratio to allow for 
 emergencies and opportunities. Staying the course is made easier when  
the investor has enough cash during extended periods of volatility.

Statistical Finance: Know how much of your portfolio is immediately available and how long it will take to liquidate.

Behavioral Finance: A lways keep in mind th is  qual i ta t ive fac t  –“L iquid i ty  i s  man’s  god given r ight  to  se l l  a t  the wrong t ime.”
 

– Thomas Peck 

LIQUIDITY PROFILE                              
                                                    

% of Portfolio

Liquid inside of 30 days  ---%

Liquid in 3 months  ---%

Liquid in 6 months  ---%

Step 5

• Do you know the l iquidity ratio of your portfolio?

• Will you be caught i l l iquid in times of great market stress?

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Statistical_finance
http://www.investopedia.com/terms/b/behavioralfinance.asp


THE PATRIOTIC WORLD CITIZEN
An Emerging Trend
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TAKE AWAY MESSAGE: You do not need to be fluent in another country’s 
language to consider holding assets in another land’s currency.

Step 6

There is an additional element that is taking root in the minds of investors today now more than ever before: it is that of 

currency diversification. For most Americans, a U.S. Dollar denominated portfolio is all that has ever been considered 

prudent and necessary. Rarely do I hear any discussion about which currency is best for holding assets/investments.  

The U. S. Dollar has been a hallmark of value for decades and often with little forethought. In other cases it has been 

actually a conscious commitment to patriotism. Either way it is true that most American investors are warehousing the 

entirety of their portfolios in just one undiversified currency, the good old American GreenBack.

Warren Buffet, the great American investor, stated in an interview not too long ago that “America is a great 

place to create wealth, but its currency is not necessarily the best place to store wealth.” With or without 

the Oracle of Omaha’s comments, and with or without talks of decoupling the price of a barrel of oil 

and an ounce of gold to the U.S. Dollar one should seriously consider the merits of a portfolio 

built on diversified currency exposure. In times like these when the U.S. Dollar is under 

tremendous pressure from the obvious needs of a country hugely saddled with a 

mountain of debt and historical deficits that continuously climb, it seems 

only prudent to diversify one’s currency exposure.

International investing involves special risks including greater economic and political instability, as well as currency fluctuation risks, which  
may be even greater in emerging markets. There is no guarantee that a diversified portfolio will outperform a non-diversified portfolio in any given 
market environment.

http://www.warrenbuffett.com/
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take away message summary
Not losing money is far more important during bear markets than the making of money is during any bull market.

Consistent results are a key determinant of investor’s willingness to “stay the course.” A wide variance in returns undermines 

investor confidence causing many investors to simply abandon their long range investment plan. This usually results in the 

destructive “cycle of investment failure.”

Average rate of returns during retirement is less important than the timing of when you receive the incremental or annual return.

Holding highly reversible, liquid positions can be not only  financially advantageous when opportunity arises, but imperative in 

times of emergency.

Markets – all markets – are two directional. Holding only long instruments is acting blind to reality and infers that losses will not 

occur in your portfolio in times of contraction – this is a premise fraught with folly.

The smallest of issues can have some of the largest impact . . . stay mindful of portfolio expenses and the taxing weight  

of realized gains for optimal performance.

Know thy backer behind thy investment.

Keep a sufficient liquidity ratio to allow for emergencies and opportunities.  Staying the course is made easier when the investor 

has enough cash during extended periods of volatility.

You do not need to be fluent in another country’s language to consider holding assets in another land’s currency.
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IN CONCLUSION

       aving a system in process - in our case, a Six Step System - can serve us well when we’re 

looking to “not place all eggs in a one dimensional basket.” The Six Step Process is built 

with a thorough appreciation of the multiple layers of diversification. Integrating the various 

aspects of a meaningful and materially diversified portfolio is an exercise in prudent portfolio 

care. Absent such applied intelligence we are left with mere status quo – and markets can be 

punishing to the less informed as witnessed in as recent as 2008.

At Integrity Wealth Management we have formulated our system – WealthGuard – 

to assist our clients in building the material layers of prudent portfolio construction. 

In subsequent pages we have attached a checklist and questionnaire to assist you in your 

pursuit to build a more sound and diversified portfolio. We welcome the opportunity to 

analyze and provide feedback on how well your portfolio meets such prudent guidelines 

should you desire our hands-on guidance. We are here to help you build a more diversified 

portfolio structure. 

Contact us for a portfolio review at radamo@integrityiwm.com or 949.955.1188.

http://www.IntegrityIWM.com


There’s a lot to do. But you can always find help. If you have any questions, comments or 

concerns, contact me at radamo@integrityiwm.com, visit our website at www.IntegrityIWM.com

or call me directly at 949.955.1188. I look forward to hearing from you!

YOUR PORTFOLIO SURVIVAL 
CHECKLIST
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Compare your current portfolio weightings vs. 
the recommended allocations.

Develop a path to portfolio alignment contemplating tax and 
expense impact before it’s too late.

Examine how well your portfolio addresses the 
“5 portfolio flaws.” Click here.

Take the short WealthGuard Index Assessment™ to determine 
your own score on “meaningful diversification.”
Click here for the WealthGuard Index Assessment™

Fax your assessment questionnaire to 949-955-1187 or email to 
radamo@integrityiwm.com for a complementary consultation  
in person, via Webex or by phone.

Determine misalignments.

mailto:radamo%40integrityiwm.com?subject=Questions%2C%20Comments%20or%20Concerns
http://www.IntegrityIWM.com
mailto:radamo%40integrityiwm.com?subject=Complimentary%20Consultation%20Request
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The views expressed are not necessarily the opinion of FSC Securities Corporation. 

Investing involves risk including the potential loss of principal. No investment 

strategy can guarantee a profit or protect against loss in periods of declining 

values. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Please note that 

individual situations can vary. Therefore, the information presented here should 

only be relied upon when coordinated with individual professional advice.  

There is no guarantee that a diversified portfolio will outperform a non-

diversified portfolio in any given market environment. 

The hyperlinks included in this ebook are provided as a convenience and are 

for informational purposes only and are not part of FSC Securities Corporation 

(FSC) and does not constitute an endorsement of or any responsibility for the 

content or use of the web site. FSC does not guarantee the sequence, accuracy 

or completeness of the data or other information appearing on the linked pages, 

and assumes no liability for any inaccuracies, errors or omissions in or from any 

data or other information provided on the pages, or for any actions taken in 

reliance on any such data or information.

Investors should understand that investing in alternative assets are not without 

risk. There can be no assurance they will be profitable and will even outperform 

asset classes. These strategies are not suitable for all investors and investors 

should consider the special risks with alternative investments including limited 

liquidity, tax considerations, incentive fee structures, potentially speculative 
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No investment strategy can guarantee a pro�t or protect against loss in periods of declining values. 
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Please note that individual situations can vary. 
Therefore, the information presented here should only be relied upon when coordinated with 
individual professional advice. There is no guarantee that a diversi�ed portfolio will outperform a 
non-diversi�ed portfolio in any given market environment. The hyperlinks included in this ebook are 
provided as a convenience and are for informational purposes only and do not constitute an 
endorsement of or any responsibility for the content or use of the web site. Investors should 
understand that investing in alternative assets are not without risk. There can be no assurance they will 
be pro�table and will even outperform asset classes. These strategies are not suitable for all investors 
and investors should consider the special risks with alternative investments including limited liquidity, 
tax considerations, incentive fee structures, potentially speculative investment strategies, and di�erent 
regulatory and reporting requirements.



The End



{ WEALTHGUARD INDEX ASSESSMENT™ }

1. My portfolio currently is properly diversified within recommended ranges among the various asset classes:

º Agree           º Disagree           º Don’t Know

2. My portfolio’s positions are reviewed regularly for sufficient standards of diversification:

º Agree           º Disagree           º Don’t Know

3. My portfolio has adequate measures in place to protect against significant downward market moves:

º Agree           º Disagree           º Don’t Know

4. My portfolio sufficiently avoided the large down drifts in value during recent market contractions  
   (2008, 2002/01):

    º Agree           º Disagree           º Don’t Know

5. My portfolio is not entirely reliant upon a “long bias” (i.e. markets always going up - or expanding) to gain values:

º Agree           º Disagree           º Don’t Know

6. My portfolio was designed and is consistently managed to prevent significant/excess current taxes:

º Agree           º Disagree           º Don’t Know

7. My portfolio’s pricing has been reviewed closely for its competitiveness of full and true costs:

º Agree           º Disagree           º Don’t Know

8. My portfolio is meeting prudent standards limiting likely portfolio volatility:

º Agree           º Disagree           º Don’t Know

9. My portfolio is managed to meet my income needs:

º Agree           º Disagree           º Don’t Know

10. My portfolio has sufficient insurance protection for large cash balances left on hand:

º Agree           º Disagree           º Don’t Know



11. My portfolio provides sufficient preservation of principal measures during lifetime:

º Agree           º Disagree           º Don’t Know

12. My portfolio provides sufficient preservation of principal measures for my heirs in the event of death:

º Agree           º Disagree           º Don’t Know

13. My portfolio mandatorily maintains sufficient liquidity to meet unexpected emergencies & opportunities:

º Agree           º Disagree           º Don’t Know

14. My portfolio holds assets in non-U.S. dollar denominated currencies:

º Agree           º Disagree           º Don’t Know

15. My portfolio is adequately diversified amongst investment managers and investment management firms:

º Agree           º Disagree           º Don’t Know

16. My portfolio statement(s) adequately consolidate my various investments and investment managers:

º Agree           º Disagree           º Don’t Know

17. My portfolio has adequate Custody Protection:

º Agree           º Disagree           º Don’t Know

18. My entire portfolio has centralized access & storage of information regardless of where assets are held:

º Agree           º Disagree           º Don’t Know

19. My portfolio provides electronic access, 24 hours a day:

º Agree           º Disagree           º Don’t Know

20. My portfolio allows for the ability to receive statements, confirms, etc., electronically to cut down on   
     excess paper document production/accumulation:

º Agree           º Disagree           º Don’t Know



The Five Investment  Portfolio Flaws

1.  Insufficient Diversification

2.  Long Biased Strategy Only

3.  Little/No Downside Preservation Strategies Incorporated

4.  Insufficient Attention to Tax Consequences and Tax Management

5.  Heavily Weighted in U.S. Dollar Denominated Currency

    

.

There is no guarantee that a diversified portfolio will outperform a non-diversified portfolio in any given market environment. Investing involves risk including the potential loss of principal. No investment strategy can 
guarantee a profit or protect against loss in periods of declining values. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Please note that individual situations can vary. Therefore, the information presented here should 
only be relied upon when coordinated with individual professional advice. International investing involves special risks not present with U.S. investments due to factors such as increased volatility, currency fluctuation, and 

 in auditing and financial standards. These risks can be accentuated in emerging markets. Strategies involving short positions are not appropriate for all investors and are subject to risk including the potential  
loss of principal.
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